Please make note of the following:
*No entry fee.

*Entries are to be in to the director by Thursday before the fair.
*A slip of paper is to be attached to all entries, listing at the top: Class 14, Section #, grade and age of student; at the bottom: Student’s name, address, and school. Bottom section folded up to cover name.
*Essays are to be creative, not research papers, and will be judged on creativity, grammar, spelling and punctuation. Typed essays are allowed.
*Mounting of drawings, cards and writing on construction paper or other paper is not mandatory but encouraged for display and visual value.
*Murals must be created on some type of durable material (not newspaper)
*Only one entry per person in each section.
*Cartoons accepted only in cartoon category, not in the drawing section.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call the director.
Be creative!!!! Be elaborate!!!! Don’t limit yourself!!!!

Kindergarten
1 Alphabet, printed (upper and lower case)
2 Drawing, pencil
3 Drawing, colored
4 Painting
5 Creative project (macaroni, construction paper, etc - no paintings)
6 Holiday art
7 Original poem

Grade 1
8 Alphabet, printed (upper and lower case)
9 Drawing, pencil
10 Drawing, colored
11 Original poem

Grade 2
12 Alphabet, printed (upper and lower case)
13 Drawing, pencil
14 Drawing, colored
15 Original Poem

Grade 1 and 2
16 Painting, any medium
17 Creative Project (macaroni, construction paper, etc- no paintings)
18 Holiday art
Grade 3
19 Penmanship, min of 8 lines
20 Drawing, Pencil
21 Drawing, Colored
22 Original Poem

Grade 4
23 Penmanship min. 12 lines
24 Drawing, pencil
25 Drawing, Colored
26 Original Poem
27 Poster “Caring for our earth”

Grade 3 and 4
28 Creative Project (macaroni, construction paper, etc-no paintings)
29 Painting, any medium
30 Holiday art

Grade 5
31 Penmanship min. 14 lines
32 Drawing, pencil
33 Drawing, Colored
34 Original Poem
35 “Caring for our earth” Poster

Grade 5 and 6
36 Creative project (macaroni, construction paper, etc - no paintings)
37 Painting, any medium

Grade 6
38 Penmanship min. 16 lines
39 Drawing, pencil
40 Drawing, Colored
41 Original Poem
42 Poster expressing an idea (Drugs, environment, safety, etc.)

Grades 3 - 6
43 Model made from clay
Grade 7
44 Creative poem, original
45 Penmanship - poem min. 16 lines
46 Drawing, pencil
47 Colored drawing

Grade 8
48 Creative poem, original
49 Penmanship - poem min. 16 lines
50 Drawing, pencil
51 Colored drawing

Grade 9
52 Creative poem, original
53 Penmanship - poem min. 16 lines
54 Drawing, pencil
55 Colored drawing

Junior (Grade 7-9)
56 Creative Design
57 Painting, any medium
58 Creative Writing
59 Poster expressing idea (drugs, environment, safety, etc)
60 Model made from clay
61 Article of woodwork

Senior (Grade 10-12)
62 Drawing, B/W
63 Drawing, Colored
64 Painting, any medium
65 Creative poem, original
66 Creative essay, min. 300 words
67 Model made from clay
68 Article of woodwork
Open Classes
69 Group/Individual Mural (2x4 ft. max) 7 and under
70 Group/Individual Mural (2x4 ft. max) 10 and under
71 Group/Individual Mural (2x4 ft. max) 11 and over
72 Computer greeting card, 7 and under
73 Computer greeting card, 10 and under
74 Computer greeting card, 11 and over
75 Computer drawing, 7 and under
76 Computer drawing, 10 and under
77 Computer drawing, 11 and over
78 Found Object Sculpture 12 and under
79 Found Object Sculpture, 13 and over
80 Nature Collection, 11 and under
81 Nature Collection, 12 and over
82 Cartoon, original, 7 and under
83 Cartoon, original, 11 and under
84 Cartoon, original, 12 and over
85 3-D box, 7 and under
86 3-D box, 10 and under
87 3-D box, 11 and over
88 collage 7 and under
89 collage 10 and under
90 collage 11 and over

Prizes: Sections 1-68: $2, $1.50, $1
Murals: $5, $4, $3
Sections 72-90: $4, $3, $2

Special Award: Royal Canadian Legion #50: K-6 entry

Special Award: Royal Canadian Legion #50: 7-12 entry